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Abstract

The Korean unscripted format has recently reshaped media flows and practices on a global scale. This article, based upon a comparative analysis of Grandpas Over Flowers (tvN) and Better Late Than Never (NBC), explores how the Korean broadcasting industry has attracted Western broadcasting providers with its travel-based reality format, and how an American television network has produced its own version, negotiating the local specificity that the original series contained. Certainly, cultural differences in media production between the two societies are largely embedded in the localizing process. While Grandpas Over Flowers was dependent upon the long-standing friendship between veteran actors and their public images as fathers and grandfathers within society, Better Late Than Never employs veteran entertainers’ professional successes as the driving force for adventuring into exotic cultures in East Asia. This article claims that the Grandpas Over Flowers case evokes a new phase of the Korean Wave phenomenon, revealing a non-Western media player’s attempt at challenging the domination of United States and United Kingdom television formats in the global media industries.
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Introduction

In the early 21st century, the Korean broadcasting industry has increasingly exported television programs to foreign countries. In the early stage of the Hallyu [Korean Wave] phenomenon, television dramas mainly led exports, engendering the transnational popularity of other cultural products, such as films and pop music. It was during the late 2000s when Korea’s leading broadcasting companies focused more on developing
unscripted television formats, including reality entertainment shows and audience competition shows.\textsuperscript{1} Since then, the country’s major networks—Korean Broadcasting System (KBS), Munhwa Broadcasting Corporation (MBC), and Seoul Broadcasting System (SBS)—and leading subscription-based television channels—Total Variety Network (tvN) and Joongang Tongyang Broadcasting Company (JTBC)—have produced a number of unique television formats. Representative examples include\textit{The Golden Bell Challenge} (KBS1 2000 to present),\textsuperscript{2} \textit{We Got Married} (MBC 2008 to 2017),\textsuperscript{3} \textit{Running Man} (SBS 2010 to present),\textsuperscript{4} \textit{Grandpas Over Flowers} (tvN 2013 to 2018),\textsuperscript{5} and \textit{I Can Hear Your Voice} (SBS 2013).\textsuperscript{6} Since around 2008, several countries, including the United States, Japan, China, and Indonesia, have localized these unscripted Korean formats; the exportation of television formats thus embodies one of the primary features of the New Korean Wave.\textsuperscript{7}

Korea’s unscripted formats have somewhat, if not entirely, deconstructed the long-standing domination of Western countries in the global format business. This study posits \textit{Grandpas Over Flowers} as an excellent context to discuss that Korea has slowly tackled the one-way flow of unscripted formats from Western countries to non-Western ones.\textsuperscript{8} The tvN travel-based reality series was initially remade by media companies in Hong Kong and Taiwan. Then, NBC premiered its new reality-travel show \textit{Better Late Than Never}—the U.S. adaptation of \textit{Grandpas Over Flowers}—in August 2016.\textsuperscript{9} As a number of remakes in various countries have shown, \textit{Grandpas Over Flowers} has become one of the most important television programs in the New Korean Wave. Unlike the television dramas, including \textit{Winter Sonata} (KBS2 2002)\textsuperscript{10} and \textit{Jewel In the Palace} (MBC 2003 to 2004) in the early 2000s, the reality-travel show has increased its global penetration through both format export and social media platforms.\textsuperscript{11} By employing the concept of television format as a theoretical framework, this article conducts a textual analysis of \textit{Grandpas Over Flowers} and compares it with the American adaptation titled \textit{Better Late Than Never}. This article, first, attempts to analyze not only socio-cultural meanings encoded in the program but also nationally-formulated conventions in reality television production. Second, we discuss the role of television formats in the New Korean Wave phenomenon. We map out the possibility of television formats as the emerging alternatives to dramas in television \textit{Hallyu}. Finally, by comparing the Korean and American television programs, we investigate the major reasons for the adaptation of Korean television formats in the
United States as well as the primary differences, especially cultural differences between the two broadcasting systems, in order to address the potential of the expansion of the Korean Wave through television format in the broadcasting sector.

**Television Format in the Korean Broadcasting Industry**

The Korean broadcasting industry has developed television formats as one of the leading program genres. Until the early stage of the Korean Wave, television dramas as canned or finished programs were the major cultural genre for the broadcasting industry; however, since the mid-2000s, both local networks and cable channels have started to focus on the creation of new television formats, including reality shows. Through this change, reality shows have become a new television genre that Korean television channels must develop for both national and global audiences. In the global broadcasting industry, other than a few Western countries, culturally peripheral countries, including Mexico, Argentina, and Korea had no know-how, no essential equipment, and no capital to produce their own television programs, and they had no choice but to receive Western-made television programs; however, Korean broadcasting companies have finally been equipped with necessary techniques, manpower, and capital in the midst of the growth of *Hallyu* and have begun to create television formats to become a new regional powerhouse in the global media industry.

Television format was mainly developed in the early 1990s. Albert Moran first defined television format as “a set of invariable elements in a program out of which the variable elements of an individual episode are produced.” The elements of a television program format include a written description of the show, the format bible, production consultancy services, blueprints, computer software, scripts, and footage. Jean Chalaby later stated, “a format can be defined as ‘a show that can generate a distinctive narrative and is licensed outside its country of origin in order to be adapted to local audiences.’” However, television format production and international trade have substantially expanded in the early 21st century. The reasons why formats have exploded on global television channels are directly related to wider global television and cultural industry trends that have precipitated the rise of reality television.

The television format refers to “a recipe or guide to the remaking of a program adaptation in another territory.” The television format program is devised, developed and broadcast in one television market. Once this occurs, there is an opportunity to license a re-broadcast of the
program in other parts of the world. What is put to air is a new program produced in another territory using the format of the original as a kind of template that helps to direct the remaking of the adaptation.\textsuperscript{18} Therefore, the format is generally conceived in opposition to the transnational model of (finished) program import/export trade. Unlike a finished or canned television program, the format is easily replicated and the adaptable framework licensed through the international television market for local adaptation.\textsuperscript{19} Television formats are increasing because broadcasting companies can save cost, while avoiding the risk involved in creating original programs. Both networks and cable channels also need to secure formats in order to save time that would otherwise be incurred by developing a new format.\textsuperscript{20}

Broadcasters in many countries prefer television formats to canned programs. In most cases, national audiences in Asia and Latin America love to watch programs that look and sound like some of their own.\textsuperscript{21} The idea of the television format has evolved with this situation in mind. Licensing the re-broadcast of a finished or canned program allows for very little cultural adaptation in a particular market. However, with a television format, what the trade seeks to export is the successful commercial knowledge and know-how bound up in a program that will help ensure its adaptation and remaking in another territory.\textsuperscript{22}

While television formats have been a major business norm in several Western countries in the past few decades, Korea has recently developed its own television formats and exported them to other countries.\textsuperscript{23} As a result, American networks have increasingly shown their interest in remaking Korean scripted and unscripted formats in recent years. In 2017, ABC picked up the American remake of the Korean medical drama series, \textit{The Good Doctor} (KBS2 2013) and renewed its second season.\textsuperscript{24} In the midst of the New Korean Wave, characterizing new forms of popular culture including reality shows instead of television dramas only, as well as K-pop starting around 2008,\textsuperscript{25} the Korean broadcasting industry has become active in formatting some television programs. In other words, “the phenomenon of television program adaptation illustrated by the global growth of popular formats” in reality shows, quiz shows, and dramas has received increasing attention in the Korean broadcasting industry.\textsuperscript{26} As television format production and global trade have expanded significantly over the past two decades,\textsuperscript{27} Korea has certainly become part of the global trend of formatting.
What is interesting is to determine whether Korea, once small and peripheral in the global television sector, is able to play an important role, not only in canned television dramas shown in the early Korean Wave, but also in television formats, “producing texts that travel in ways previously unimagined,” and so that “once-powerful television nations, including the U.S.” import television formats from culturally small countries. The major advantage of format export is that once the format program is successfully adapted in other countries, the production company is able to continue to export the same format to the same countries and its neighboring nations. Of course, television formats do not guarantee a healthy and ideal broadcasting environment as several countries have copied them with no payment, which worsens cultural politics between the creators and the copiers. The current debates on the television format in the Korean broadcasting industry in conjunction with the Korean Wave, therefore, will provide clarity not only on the current status of television formats but also on their directions in the future.

The U.S. Adaptation of Korea’s Unscripted Format
The main narrative of Grandpas Over Flowers involves four veteran actors in their seventies, including Yi Sun-jae, Shin Gu, Bak Geun-hyeong, and Baik Il-seop, who go on a backpacking tour around Europe and Asia, along with Yi Seo-jin, an actor in his forties (Picture 1). When the 14 episodes of its first season were broadcast on the cable television channel tvN from July 5 to October 4, 2013, Grandpas Over Flowers caught immediate attention from domestic audiences, receiving high ratings for a Korean cable television show. The first episode of the show recorded a viewership of 4.15 percent, with 5.39 percent being the highest viewing rate per minute during the airtime. The fifth season of the Korean reality show completed in August 2018 and its spin-offs, including Sisters Over Flowers (tvN 2013 to 2014) and Youth Over Flowers (tvN 2014) also became huge sensations in Korean society.
The popularity of *Grandpas Over Flowers* has expanded to an international scale. The show was first exported to TVB in Hong Kong and EBC in Taiwan, prompting CJ E&M to identify the potential of the format trade. Male celebrities, such as Lei Kesheng and Niu Ben from
Mainland China, Chin Han from Taiwan, and Kenneth Tsang from Hong Kong, appeared in the Chinese remake of *Grandpas Over Flowers.* The Chinese version also contained the journey of senior celebrities to Europe. More recently, NBC acquired the rights to remake this Korean reality show format. Universal Television Alternative Studio—the television production subsidiary of the NBC—modified its title as *Better Late Than Never.* The first season of the U.S. version invited four senior celebrities, including Henry Winkler, William Shatner, Terry Bradshaw, and George Foreman, and one rising entertainer, Jeff Dye (Picture 2). While traveling to Asian countries, including Japan, China, South Korea, and Thailand, these show hosts exposed themselves to numerous local cultures and traditions, interacting with residents. This remake show has been added to the list of the network’s hits, averaging a 1.8 rating among adults in the age group 18 to 49 and 8.1 million viewers.

**Picture 2: Better Late Than Never**

![Picture 2](source: Variety (2016))

The U.S. adaptation of the Korean reality show format did not happen by chance. Reality television has become a global phenomenon, generating cross-cultural productions and attracting multiple media markets. Of course, the major players in television format have been a few Western countries, including the United States, the United Kingdom, and the Netherlands; many Asian and Latin American countries used to buy Western formats to remake them in their countries. Since the early
2010s, however, a few leading Korean media groups have recognized the rise of the unscripted format business and have attempted to create mega formats based on their past successes in the East Asian media market. Given that Korea was a major importer of American, European, and Japanese television formats by the end of the 2000s, it is notable that, during such a short period, the nation has changed its role as an exporter in the global television format trade.

More specifically, CJ E&M—the leading Korean content and media company as part of the CJ Group in Korea—alongside other broadcasters recognized the potential of reality television in the global media market and concentrated on the creation of globally appealing formats in the early 2010s. Hwang Jin-u, the company’s head of Formats and Global Content Development, said during a media interview that the division focused on producing “extraordinary characters and stories from ordinary lives and ideas from Asian perspectives, but possess universality and scalability for international tastes.” He further explained that the company had established an inner competition system to expand its vision; the reality formats that the company has distributed in the global television market are selectively chosen from numerous unscripted formats that the company has created for its 16 television channels in the domestic industry. The company also renewed its structures to support the creation of diverse, and fresh unscripted formats meeting global standards. As a result, CJ E&M has made multi-national contracts on two reality formats: *I Can See Your Voice* (Mnet, tvN 2015 to 2018) with China, Bulgaria, Malaysia, and the Philippines; and *Grandpas Over Flowers* with six countries, including China and the United States.

The success of *Grandpas Over Flowers* helps to advance an alternative view about global media culture, rethinking Chalaby’s description of television format as “an Anglo-American invention.” The examples mentioned throughout this study address that the Korean reality show format arguably develops globally appealing themes while sustaining inherently local sentiments and containing regionally constructed cultural elements. More fundamentally, instead of viewing the U.S. remake of Korean reality television as a one-time interaction of these two industries, we propose the *Better Late Than Never* case as an initial wave that amplifies the presence of Korean media culture and practice on U.S. television. In fact, several Korean television programs, including *The Good Doctor* (ABC 2017 to present) and *Somewhere Between* (ABC 2017) based on *God’s Gift: 14 Days* (SBS 2014) along with *Better Late
Than Never have been formatted in the U.S. Taking the role of television formats in the evolution of the Korean Wave seriously, we argue that the Korean broadcasting industry, at a certain level, complicates the transnational transaction of media culture and practice.51

Grandpas Over Flowers: Oldies but Goodies

During the past decade, young celebrities have occupied the major spots in Korean reality television; primetime entertainment programs, either reality-variety television series—Running Man (SBS 2010 to present)52 and Infinite Challenge (MBC 2006 to 2018)53—or travel reality shows—1 Night and 2 Days (KBS2 2013 to 2018), have invited top entertainers in their 30s and 40s.54 Due to this orientation in the Korean broadcasting industry, a travel-reality show about veteran actors in their seventies and now eighties was a quite unfamiliar concept among Korean viewers. This new reality show franchise was produced by nationally-renowned television director Na Yeong-seok, who had made the legendary travel-reality show, 1 Night and 2 Days in the late-2000s. Notably, Grandpas Over Flowers was the first reality program that he created after moving to CJ E&M from KBS. It can be said that, since the reality show franchise was planned to be broadcast on a cable television channel, he took different strategies in the development of plots and characters in comparison to the reality shows that he had made for network television.

The first promotional video clearly displayed the central theme of Grandpas Over Flowers. In the teaser of the reality show franchise, posted to tvN’s YouTube channel on July 4, 2013, the four senior actors were sitting together in the park. After having lunch together, Bak Geun-hyeong ordered Baik Il-seop to make coffee for the other older guests.55 The subtitle, “[I am] 70 but am the youngest” was inserted in the scene.56 That scene confirms that age is one of the most important factors that determine the relationship between the veteran actors as elsewhere in Korea and, at the same time, helps the audience assume that the symbolic hierarchy between them would cause numerous unexpected events during the process of their overseas travels. The next scene was filmed during the pre-production meeting of show directors, writers, and the actors. During the meeting, director Na Yeong-seok showed the celebrities a picture of paragliding, doubtfully asking “This is something that you cannot do, right?” and the oldest guest jokingly replied to the director: “That is [possible] if you bring two or three coffins.”57 That dialogue reflects the main narrative of the show about challenges that the senior actors have
never tried in their lives. In the last scene, while having dinner, Baik Il-seop, who was giving his daughter a video call, handed his mobile over to another actor, Yi Sun-jae. He then talked about his memory of Baik’s daughter, reminding that the four actors’ friendship had lasted for more than two decades. A series of trailers explained the reason why the show director chose these four senior actors for this once-in-a-life travel to Europe; put differently, their long-standing friendship is the foundation for developing the audience’s sense of reality while following their journey in the show.

Importantly, Grandpas Over Flowers aimed to spotlight old generations through the embodiment of celebrity. By having consistently and actively appeared on television dramas, films, and plays, the four senior actors have constructed their images as representative father and/or grandfather figures in the Korean context. While watching this reality show, many Korean audiences see that, despite their successful careers, these senior actors have not thoroughly enjoyed their younger days. They reflected on their lives in front of the camera, and their recollections reminded viewers that the majority of older generations had sacrificed their lives in the process of industrialization and modernization since the post-Korean War period.

In Korean society, a backpacking trip to Europe obtained its symbolic indication of liberalizing overseas travel in the early 1990s and sooner or later became a favorite rite of passage that younger generations should undergo in their 20s. In Grandpas Over Flowers, as can be seen in Picture 1, these four senior actors were wearing their backpacks as the subtitle of the first season itself indicates its goal as a backpack trip project by many travel agencies. From this socio-cultural context, Grandpas Over Flowers not only promotes an adventure that the old should do before death but also causes the national public to rethink what older generations could not enjoy while the country was rapidly modernizing in the past 50 years.

Another fascination with this reality show is the ways in which these old men revealed their interpersonal disagreements in arranging the schedule for the trip and then managed uncomfortable situations effectively. Baik Il-Seop, who was suffering from knee pain partially due to his overweight body condition, did not want to walk around the city. Unlike him, Yi Sun-jae, the oldest actor (84 as of December 2018), was very diligent and inquisitive and, thus, tried to experience the places as much as possible. The personality difference between the two actors was revealed when they visited the Louvre Museum in Paris; Yi Sun-jae was
fascinated with the works on display while Il-seop Baik was sitting on the bench inside the museum. Shin Gu and Bak Geun-hyeong actively created a more peaceful atmosphere when the oldest and the youngest produced tension during the trip. They tried either to walk in step with Baik Il-seop or to tease Yi Sun-jae about his curiosity. The show director then inserted some interviews to help the audience understand their relationships: at pre-production interviews, Bak Geun-hyeong said that they were extremely excited about going on the trip with these members. Shin Gu also thought that the trip would be a great source of memories in their late lives.

During the trip, the four old men met a group of young Korean travelers who greatly impressed them. This encounter became another focal point to be emphasized in the show. In the second episode of the first season, while having breakfast at a guesthouse, for example, the senior actors had chances to converse with a young Korean female student who was traveling to foreign countries by herself. The actors verbally expressed their surprise, respect, and admiration about the fact that she had been traveling through multiple countries in Europe. Shin Gu confessed that he could not even identify cardinal points, north, south, east, and west if he were left alone there. In order to dramatize his feelings about a young student, the show director added subtitles, “Gu Shin in his 78-year-old years showed his respect for a 23-year-old student” to the scene.

The polarization between the old and the young in the perception of the political mind, cultural values, and individual rights has become an issue in contemporary Korean society. The show, therefore, has provided the audience with the space and time for listening to the actors and the young travelers. Specifically, while following the actors’ faces at the Triumphal Arch in Paris, the director added a statement – “They are our past, present, and future.” The director’s views on these old generations are fully reflected in the episodes of the first season, and the way in which the production staff dealt with these old hosts indeed contains the objective and nature of the reality show production. The centralization of the veteran actors, considering the fact that the main audience of cable television channels are young generations, ultimately, offers the viewers the chance to put themselves in their fathers’ place.

**Better Late Than Never: The Domestication of Exoticism**

As one of the first television formats based on a Korean television program, *Better Late Than Never* has greatly developed its original format
in order to reflect American culture and specificity. During the entire season, the consistent emphasis was given to the actors’ exposures to exotic cultures and practices, and their various reactions in eating local food, learning traditional cultures, and visiting historical sites are employed as a source of humor during the entire series. At the beginning of its first episode, Asia was described as the place for experiencing “exotic beauty.” Then, the next scenes briefly reported a process for setting up the travel. The show’s executive producer, Henry Winkler, called other celebrities—William Shatner, Terry Bradshaw, and George Foreman—to suggest some fun activities in Asia. Then, Winkler gave a monologue about the necessity of a person who can help the senior guests to carry bags and then contacted Jeff Dye. Unlike its Korean counterpart, which emphasizes the old guests’ friendship over the decades and the director’s adoption of a polite attitude in communicating with them, Better Late Than Never primarily portrays gaiety and excitement that the guests have going into the land of strangers in Asia.

The insertion of subtitles is meant to provide information about the sites where the celebrities were visiting. For example, when they were in the crossing of Shibuya district in Tokyo, the white, bold, large-size subtitles, “world’s busiest intersection” and “every hour 100,000 people cross” occupied the entire scene. Then, five guests’ post-production interviews were added to personalize the meaning of visiting the place. Bradshaw revealed his surprise about the hustle and bustle of the streets of Shibuya, in comparison to his visits to New York City, Oklahoma, and Tulsa in the United States. In a capsule hotel, Winkler and Shatner talked about their feelings, mentioning that they had never been in Tokyo and would embrace their experiences in the strange but wonderful city.

Having local dishes is another major theme in the show. In Japan, the celebrities tried to have various local cuisines. This is one of the major contrasts to the Korean counterpart. Grandpas Over Flowers also highlights local dishes; however, the actors had limited money and sometimes they made their own dishes with foods brought from Korea, including kimchi, at various hotels. While emphasizing the old boys’ trips in unknown areas, the show still attempted to present their activities as those of normal middle-class Koreans who try to save money during an overseas trip. The unfamiliarity of ethnic cuisine in Better Late Than Never generated mixed reactions from the hosts. For instance, when roasted pork virginals were served at a bar, Terry Bradshaw asked a local person to have French fries. William Shatner then called him “an ugly
American,” encouraging him to embrace the exotic experiences. In the second episode, Terry Bradshaw was again frustrated with his appetizer, which contained the head part of fish. While George Foreman and William Shatner were having eyeballs of fish, a look of surprise crossed the faces of Terry Bradshaw and Jeff Dye.

Exposure to different cultures as the main objective of Better Late Than Never is also found in their participations in the production of a Japanese reality show and a Korean pop music video. By doing so, Better Late Than Never has revealed the characteristics of East Asian media culture and practice from an American media’s angle. The Japanese show hosts focus more on slapstick comedies, including stocking challenges and eating spicy food. With guidance by some members of the K-pop idol group Girls’ Generation, the American show hosts learned a complex dance routine, which is one of the main characteristics in Korean pop music.

In the middle of each episode, the four senior celebrities had genuine conversations regarding their lives. By including such conversations, this reality show awakens the American audience to the meaning of traveling to other countries in their later ages. Henry Winkler asked the other guests if any of them had been afraid of traveling to Asian countries. This question ends up with the shared agreement that fears often turn into motivations, which applied to the success of their careers. Foreman recalled his match against Mohammad Ali and Winkler talked about how he had been dealing with the moments of fear and tension when appearing on live television shows. These dialogues highlight that their successful careers were collectively rooted in their sense of challenge. Their trips to Asia have then demonstrated the importance of challenging oneself and embracing something completely different from what they were familiar with.

Cultural Negotiations in the Process of Adaptation

Navarro’s articulation of television formats as “cultural artifacts” made a shift in the discussion of the format trade from “an industry-centered promise of infinite reproduction to the culture-centered process through which the format actually circulates and establishes local identity.” Relatively, it matters to identify how the universal value of the Korean reality format has remained and how the locality of U.S. media culture was involved in the remaking process. Based upon the comparative analysis of Grandpas Over Flowers and Better Late Than
Never, this section argues that various modifications and negotiations have been made in its remaking process. To begin with, the Korean version emphasizes friendship between the four actors, leading viewers to infer that it is special to spend some time with life-long friends in foreign countries before death takes them apart from each other. However, for Better Late Than Never, the four hosts were chosen from different career fields, and they are temporary companies to experience adventures in foreign countries. By doing so, the U.S. adaptation of the Korean show format takes a more individualistic angle to provide the audience with the opportunity for thinking about something to do before death.

Second, the role of the younger actor as a porter has been differently developed between the American and Korean versions of the reality show franchise. In the first episode of Grandpas Over Flowers, the show director deceived the young actor, Yi Seo-jin, by not telling the details of the overseas trip. Yi came to the airport in expectation of traveling to foreign countries with young girl group members. Due to that, he made a very puzzled expression when being informed that he would serve the senior actors as a porter. This event occupied a significant portion of the first episode, highlighting his participation for the entire show beforehand. Indeed, in the following stories, he played a leading role in searching for city guides, finding restaurants, buying tickets, and renting cars. His instantaneous decisions produced unexpected situations, and cameras focused on the reactions of the senior celebrities and production crew. The deconstruction of onstage and offstage is made based upon the close relationship between the show hosts and production staff. The numerous reality franchises that the director has produced, such as Three Meals a Day (tvN 2014 to present), New Journey to the West (Naver, tvN 2015 to present), and The Dictionary of Useless Knowledge (tvN 2017 to 2018), included unexpected events and dialogues, along with the director’s appearance in the scene. This type of storytelling was possible based upon the audience’s recognition of the relationship between the show director and the actor in reality. For instance, many Korean viewers have already known that Na Yeong-seok and Yi Seo-jin had developed a close friendship after Yi’s appearance on the special episodes of another reality television program, 1 Night and 2 Days. That relationship also allowed the appearance of the show director on television when Yi wanted to negotiate with the director about travel costs.

In the U.S. version, Better Late Than Never, however, Jeff Dye took a limited position as a “sidekick.” The way in which he first appeared in
the program implies that he was not a top celebrity. When the main show producer and host, Henry Winkler invited Dye to the trip over the phone, his reaction showed that he was not a busy person these days.\textsuperscript{95} Besides, by omitting how he prepared some travel plans in storytelling, the show minimizes Dye’s presence. Instead, the show director employed him as a representative of youth among the show hosts. Accordingly, he was depicted as an inexperienced person who needed the teachings of the senior actors regarding finding a girlfriend and enjoying the nightlife.\textsuperscript{96}

Third, the U.S. adaptation of the Korean show format has been mostly modified to include the conventional codes of U.S. reality show formats: the process of flying out from the U.S. to Japan was considerably edited, and unexpected situations were mainly related to the reactions of the guests to preplanned cultural experiences. Oh pointed out that \textit{Better Late Than Never} has only four episodes and contains “faster action and episodic humor.”\textsuperscript{97} Relatedly, whereas the Korean version has made efforts in seizing unexpected dialogues and behaviors by filming all the moments of their travels, the U.S. version has focused more on the scheduled situations in the cities they visited. Editing points additionally uncover the Korean and U.S. production teams’ different approaches to the representation of the real. Korean episodes keep following the genuine relationships between the characters while U.S. episodes attempt to describe these elder men “as sympathetic but laughable figures.”\textsuperscript{98}

Last but not least, there is a difference in the way that sexual discussions are involved in the process of their travels. The second episode of \textit{Better Late Than Never} introduces geishas as a representation of Japanese culture. The show describes geisha culture as such that requires a geisha the completion of a doctoral degree in order to become “the ultimate in women, such as preparing the food, and singing.”\textsuperscript{99} In Hong Kong and Japan, they visited a place to experience some local food, and some of the members were especially introduced to items that were meant to develop their stamina as old men. By doing so, \textit{Better Late Than Never} has celebrated “youthful, heteronormative masculinity.”\textsuperscript{100} Certainly, these kinds of approaches would not be welcomed in Korean television culture. Rather, the Korean senior actors have been described as romantic husbands and caring father figures: Bak Geun-hyeong often called his wife to share his experience, and Baik Il-seop talked about his granddaughter while having meals.\textsuperscript{101} It is necessary to mention that Confucianism is still deeply rooted in Korean society as a patriarchal ideology. Since the senior actors of \textit{Grandpas Over Flowers} have represented the image of father and
mentor within society, the portrayal of their male sexuality is not desirable in the reality show format.

In television formats, it is crucial to develop original ideas and general feelings that many people in the world share, and *Grandpas Over Flowers* certainly advances these primary characteristics of television formats that become globally popular. However, as *Better Late Than Never* shows, foreign broadcasters reconfigure imported television formats to meet their own local audiences. Therefore, the flexibility of unscripted formats matters in the localizing process. In the late 2010s, the Korean broadcasting industry has substantially advanced format programs while keeping in mind the global television markets. The number of adaptations of Korean television formats in both the East Asian and U.S. broadcasting markets has increased, and this new trend certainly implies a shift in the nature of broadcasting *Hallyu*.

**Conclusion**

This article analyzed television formats developed by the Korean broadcasting industry as alternatives to canned programs, in particular K-dramas in broadcasting *Hallyu*. Through our textual analysis of *Grandpas Over Flowers* and its comparison to the American adaptation *Better Late Than Never*, this article discussed socio-cultural forces embedded in the localizing process of the Korean unscripted formats in the United States. It also identified the future direction of the Korean Wave by looking at the contribution of reality show formats to increase the presence of local media culture in the global broadcasting sector.

Media scholars have long sustained their standpoint in examining the global television format trade through the theoretical framework of cultural imperialism, in which the U.S. and U.K. broadcasting industries create and circulate mega formats to the rest of the world. That binary approach to the global-local and core-periphery is being fundamentally challenged by some non-Western media players who have shown their capacities in the production and distribution of global media formats with the support of digital technologies and media convergence. In particular, the arrival of Korean scripted and unscripted formats at the media industry in the U.S. and other countries, including France and Japan, confirms that such a shift calls television scholars and producers to take current media realities seriously.

The Korean broadcasting industry has constructed its image as a rising center of media products and practices in the global media market. In
adapting Korean television formats, there are some notable differences between Asian and Western countries. At the beginning of the 2010s in Asia, Chinese satellite channels and some Asian broadcasters in Indonesia and Vietnam attempted to adapt Korean unscripted formats, and their localized programs penetrated into the Chinese media market. That experience helped Korean television directors to recognize the potential of unscripted formats.

While there are several reasons for the expansion of Korean television formats in Asia, cultural intimacy certainly plays a key role. As Lin and Tong already discussed, the inter-regional popularity of Korean television dramas until the late 2000s was related to the inclusion of Confucian socio-cultural values and warm human affection. East Asian audiences enjoy “the commonality of cultural experiences” with Korean television programs.

Such cultural intimacy helps understand the context in which Chinese television purchased the license for localizing the reality show, Grandpas Over Flowers. Confucian society teaches young generations to respect their elders, and Confucianism is strongly reflected in Grandpas Over Flowers. Therefore, such a Confucian tenet may be responsible for offering spaces for regional viewers to sympathize with the main subject of the show. In the modern cosmopolitan living conditions, older adults have become marginalized in East Asian societies to a considerable extent; however, Grandpas Over Flowers depicts their lives in a respectful but fun manner, which possibly appeals to Asian viewers.

The ways in which Better Late Than Never modifies the original storytelling and characterization should also be discussed in the cultural context so that they show the differences between East Asian and North American cultures. Recently, there is a scholarly demand for examining the reality television genre with cultural sensitivity and understanding the reality format as the global media product that indispensably generates cultural negotiations and modifications in the localizing process. The American adaptation of Grandpas Over Flowers is a result of cultural negotiations between the local and the global through the program format developed in the non-Western region.

We are certain that the adaption of local television formats in both the East Asian and the Western markets will continue to rise. Korea has been a frontrunner at this particular juncture. This, however, does not mean that Korea will become a mega giant in the global television format markets as Korea’s rise is only a very recent phenomenon. Instead, what we want to
emphasize is that our comparative study provides further opportunities to develop this line of thinking, offering the necessity for exploring the Western adaptation of the non-Western reality television format. Since most of the comparative studies on reality television focused on how U.S./U.K. super formats have been locally remade, academic discussions on the possibility for internationalizing non-Western reality show formats rarely occur in global media studies. In this situation, our analysis of the U.S. adaptation of the Korean reality format, *Grandpas Over Flowers*, brings the global spread of the Korean reality show format to the fore of debates on the global media industry studies. Moreover, our study reveals the U.S. broadcasting industry’s localization strategies in the process of remaking a reality show format imported from non-Western countries.
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